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By Kevin A. Sesock – ISSA member, Oklahoma City Chapter
Cyber insurance is an insurance market growing in size, complexity, and price at a time when
cyber threats cause fear, uncertainty, and doubt throughout the market and among legislators,
cybersecurity advocates, and the news media. The author argues that despite the perceived
usefulness of such a policy type, cyber insurance policies remain an unsound investment for most
organizations in most markets.

Abstract
Cyber insurance is an insurance market growing in size,
complexity, and price at a time when cyber threats cause fear,
uncertainty, and doubt throughout the market and among
legislators, cybersecurity advocates, and the news media. It is
only recently that high-profile breach claims such as Target,
21st Century Oncology, and others have completely developed, and an understanding of the cost and benefits of cyber
insurance begin to come into focus, including reputational
damage, the risk of bankruptcy, loss in business and customer loyalty, and others.
Reputational damage, loss of customer loyalty, and dips in
sales are often overhyped, while claim recoveries are small
compared with the cost of premiums. At this time, these
factors contribute to an overall lack of maturity in the market, while the overall cost benefit of cyber insurance and the
presence of moral hazard indicate that most organizations,
especially small and medium businesses that lack any kind of
cybersecurity maturity, should not invest in cyber liability or
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cyber insurance; instead, utilize those resources for the benefit of improving their cyber risk-management mitigation and
avoidance techniques.

R

elatively new to the world of insurance is cyber insurance, sometimes called cyber liability insurance.
These policies are designed to transfer risk from the
insured to the insurance company in the form of monetary
compensation for the company and its customers in the event
of various forms of data breach. Despite the perceived usefulness of such a policy type, and primarily due to lack of
maturity in the cyber insurance market, but also due to the
interconnectedness of all insureds, cyber liability insurance
policies remain an unsound investment for most organizations in most markets.

Current events
Recently, noted security researcher Brian Krebs reported
on The National Bank of Blacksburg’s breach that started in
May 2016, most likely by Russian hackers intent on siphoning money out of the bank by socially engineering employees
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and gaining access to bank patrons’ account details. After
the breach, the bank’s insurer, Everest National Insurance
Company, denied the claim and the bank subsequently filed
suit against Everest. The root cause of the disagreement now
working its way through the court system is based on the
insurer disagreeing on root versus proximate cause. Krebs
castigates the insurance company’s lack of standardization in
policies that makes the job of purchasing policies extremely
complex for most businesses [8].
Similarly, while the Target Corporation data breach of 2013 is
by now old news, it has taken many years for the costs borne
by Target, as well as Target’s cyber insurers, to be fully realized and the final price tag to be tallied. The current newsworthiness of this hack more stems from the final price tag
and not from any technical details regarding the attack itself,
as the technical details are well-known and by 2019 have been
discussed at length. As late as mid-2017, the final settlements
were entering the news and as of 2018, Target has all but
ceased even utilizing the word “breach” in its annual financial statements. Ultimately, Target Corporation’s direct costs
reached approximately $200M, with an additional $92M in
costs that were borne by Target’s various cyber insurers.
These examples, especially Target, continue to be used as motivators by agents and corporations for ongoing investment in
cyber insurance for organizations of all sizes.

Market status
Cyber insurance policy sales are one of the smaller sectors of
the insurance market, yet the most rapidly growing [9]. Customers, primarily in the US, are taking up cyber insurance
policies at an accelerating rate, primarily driven by state-level
breach notification laws, with EMEA countries also experiencing growth, albeit at a slower pace than US-based insureds
[7]. On the supply side, carriers are offering products with

expanding coverage sublimit categories, while pricing, availability, and market differentiation vary wildly across markets, customers, and firm sizes [13].
Cyber risk management and risk transfer
The cyber insurance market forms a small but growing niche
for insurers and a seemingly important protection mechanism for customers. In an idealized model, customers would
practice diligent risk management practices with deliberate decision making regarding their cyber-security posture.
Utilizing ISO 31000 terminology, and in the parlance of enterprise risk managers, these customers would purchase cyber insurance to transfer residual risk, as a last step before
risk acceptance. This allows the insured to focus on directly
manageable risk and represents a maturing risk management
culture in an organization with more than adequate cybersecurity funding, governing board-level insight into cyber risk,
and strategic-minded staff.
However, cyber insurance is not a panacea and the real world
is rarely so optimal. With cyber being a new insurance market, it has rapidly morphed and shows every indication of
continuing to evolve more rapidly than consumers are prepared for, but not nearly as quickly as the threat landscape
does. As new threats emerge, insurers scramble to address
these new threats and remain competitive in an extremely
dynamic market by offering new products, sublimits, and
more value-added solutions (such as risk prevention tools,
training, and support) in a lag behind the emerging threats.

Analysis
One of the primary issues to contemplate within not just cyber insurance but in all insurance is the concern known as
moral hazard. Moral hazard is a form of over-correction by
insureds (i.e., the tendency for one to relax one’s own risk
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management posture and become complacent regarding
one’s own risk, even consciously due to the fact that one no
longer has to face the consequences of one’s actions). A more
traditional insurance example might be if one has comprehensive coverage on her vehicle, she may be more willing to
park it outside during a hail storm or neglect to lock the doors
in a high-crime neighborhood. Moral hazard stems from information asymmetry: the insurer believes you are going to
take the necessary steps to protect your investment, whereas
you have less incentive to do so since you have been separated
from the consequences of your actions.
Cyber insurance moral hazard
Cyber insurance is not immune from the threat of moral hazard. According to Schwartz and Sastry, the very act
of purchasing cyber insurance decreases the overall cybersecurity of not just the insureds purchasing the insurance,
but all nodes on the network as a whole. This is due to the
interdependent nature of the Internet, as those with insurance and low security will decrease security for their neighbors and partners that are properly protected [17]. In their
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models they utilized virus and malware infections, and the
decrease in overall cybersecurity for the Internet as a whole is
indeed similar to a loss of herd immunity in populations with
sufficient individuals that eschew vaccinations for moral or
religious reasons.
Similarly, Lang and Lui utilized game theory modeling to
analyze security investment amongst disparate insureds
of varying sizes, and demonstrate that while a competitive
market can potentially encourage better network security
amongst individual insureds, this is only without the presence of moral hazard. This mathematically implicates that
the source of this degradation in overall security for all members of a network stems ultimately from moral hazard [23]
and not from other network or policy effects. This means that
to protect everyone on the Internet, insurers must work to
eliminate moral hazard by improving rating, loss control,
and being prepared to deny coverage to customers that fail to
properly protect themselves.
The case for small and medium business cyber insurance
Proponents of cyber insurance continue to encourage organizations to jump on the cyber insurance bandwagon, and
there has been renewed focus on the impacts of unprotected systems and lack of proper cyber insurance on small and
medium businesses. Zaleski highlights particularly concerning statistics about the impacts of cybersecurity breaches on
small businesses, with particular respect to showcasing the
benefits from Senate Bill 770 from the 115th Congress, the
NIST Small Business Cybersecurity Act (alternatively titled
the Mainstreet Cybersecurity Act). Zaleski repeats a claim
that the National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA) found that
60 percent of small firms go out of business six months after
a breach [24].
The Better Business Bureau found through self-reported
surveys that 37 percent of all hacked small businesses lost
money, with an average of respondents reporting losses of
over $79,000, and median of reported losses of $2,000 [6].
Interestingly, the disparity between the average and median
indicates large outliers in this report’s data, and indeed, as
this is self-reported survey data, the losses may be misleading towards the high end. The report indicates a large breach
of nearly $1M may have skewed the data. Median reported
losses in the $2,000 range is consistent with payouts for the
most common type of non- or semi-targeted attacks usually
associated with broad campaigns of phishing (and lower-level spearphishing), ransomware infections, and other less sophisticated threats.
Cost benefit of cyber insurance
No discussion of cyber insurance is complete without understanding the premium cost to the insured versus the coverage. The costs associated with cyber insurance premiums are
dependent on the coverage selected for the insured, which essentially is defined by the amount of data the insured has, and
ultimately the size of the insured itself. Typically, an insurer
will rate the risk for an insured based on two primary factors.
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TIME

AMOUNT

DESCRIPTION

2013

$17M

Recovery and business costs

[20]

2014

$145M

Recovery and business costs

[20]

April 2015

$10M

Customer class action lawsuit settlement

[19]

August 2015

$67M

Fees and fines to Visa

[10]

December 2015

$39.4M

Bank class action lawsuit settlement

[18]

May 2017

$18.5M

47-state settlement

[2]

Total

$296.9M

Total cost pre-insurance

Table 1: Target breach costs over time with insurance recoveries

First, the impact of a loss, such as the number of PII records
the insured retains multiplied by the average cost of each record, usually estimated by data type (health-, financial-, and
credit-related data being higher value than basic contact information). Secondly, the likelihood of a loss, usually determined by a light cybersecurity review typically collected via a
high-level underwriting questionnaire.
According to The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD), prices vary wildly and are climbing. High-risk markets such as health care are seeing premiums increase due to customers needing to increase coverage,
and also decreasing competition and insurers exiting cyber
insurance due to high-profile breaches [13]. Several reports
indicate that $1M in coverage can vary between $5K-50K per
year, depending on the size of the customer. These premiums
“… for the same amount of coverage [are] three times more
expensive than general liability coverage and six times more
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SOURCE

expensive than property coverage” [13].
In addition, the OECD concludes that
“… the cost per million of cyber liability
insurance has increased by over 200 percent since Q1 2012 , relative to a 17 percent decline in US commercial property
and casualty pricing” [13].
Large market cap corporate breaches
and historical precedent for cyber
insurance

Target’s 2012 breach provides a fully developed example of claims development
and as the largest corporate entity to
date to suffer from such an attack, provides a good example
of large-cap cyber claims. As per table 1, Target’s direct costs
for the breach have reached a total of approximately $296.9M.
Target had a total of $100M in cyber insurance (with a $10M
self-insured retention) spread out over multiple insurers, and
$65M in directors and officers insurance coverage, allowing Target to recover $92M in their breach costs according
to their own SEC filings. This brings the net total to Target’s
bottom line, and ultimately their shareholders, to just over
$200M. What is not clear from these numbers are the calculations Target’s staff conducted to plan for risk transfer and
analyze the cost versus benefit of the annual cyber insurance
premiums versus the coverage limits that could have reduced
Target’s own costs. These calculations coupled with the other controls that would have mitigated, avoided, and reduced
their risks could have painted a much different financial picture for Target if plans were properly implemented ahead of
time. Therefore, the ultimate lesson after five years from the
Target breach is the disparity between the following cost estimates: (1) the initial rhetorical cost estimate portrayed in
the new media, (2) the ultimate cost of the breach itself before
insurance recoveries, and (3) the disparity between the cost of
the breach and the limits of coverage the insured had paid for.
Ultimately, in the largest, most complex events for the larger
insureds, it will take several years for this complete picture to
form. For small and medium businesses, breach response and
recovery, notification, and finally claims development may be
complete and put to rest in mere weeks. With the frequency
of breach notifications going to customers reaching a deafening crescendo, customers may overall be ignoring or tuning out all but the largest, highest-profile breaches, and small
business insureds likely only need concern themselves with
the most basic of recovery activities such as notification and
credit monitoring.
In summary, reputational damage, including lost sales that
are not the direct result of business interruption or inability
to conduct business may simply not be as major of a threat
as described in the rhetoric. While consumer complacency
about cyber threats is worrisome, this also illustrates a feedback loop within moral hazard itself: human nature will continue to reward cyber risk transfer in lieu of cyber risk mitigation without the presence of incentives or deterrents.
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IMMATURE/INSECURE

MATURING/SECURING

MATURE

Does Not
Purchase

Uninformed and Unable/Unwilling1
Potential cyber insurance customers had “insufficient knowledge” of
their own risks to buy insurance or
were deemed unacceptable risks by
insurers.

Security Investors2
Would rather invest as much of limited resources into security improvements, mitigation, and avoidance
efforts as opposed to transference.

Risk Accepters
All risk is mitigated, avoided, and
finally accepted. Risk transfer is used
temporarily or not at all and only with
positive cost-benefit analysis.

Purchases

Fearfully Unaware
Supposition that this group purchases
out of fear of cyber risk and not as a
legitimate risk management effort.

Stop Gappers
Organizations in this category may
be on the path of addressing outstanding cyber risk but may only be
executing beginning stages of their
plan, and require cyber insurance as a
temporary measure.

Risk Transferrers
Whether because of a high-risk
market, such as health or retail, or
because of unavoidable, unmitigable risks, these organizations make
the deliberate choice to transfer an
appropriate amount of risk after analyzing the costs.

1 Kshteri reports on a survey conducted by Marsh, where 49 percent of respondents were unable to determine what cyber insurance they need [9].
2 Ponemon reports that from those that will not purchase cyber insurance, too high of a price and too many restrictions are principal reasons potential insurers decline policies [14].

Table 2 – Classifications of cyber insurance customers vs. risk management maturity

Erosion of business value and failure in the aftermath of a
breach
To further unpack the rhetoric over reputational damage or
lost sales, these coverages extend beyond business interruption and are intended to fill in the gap while a business works
to repair its corporate image and address the loss of customers[16]. Some policies even provide public relations services as
part of breach response, often tied in with corporate communication, call center, and notification services [16]. According to ranking member Nydia Velazquez (D – N.Y.) of the US
House of Representatives Committee on Small Business in a
July 26, 2017, hearing, “Small businesses that lose customer
information when their security is breached suffer significant
costs financially and the loss of customer trust” [21].
To return to the Target example for a moment, and other
than direct costs, then what of Target’s reputational damage,
resulting in lost sales, opportunity costs, and lowered share
price? Target did post a 46 percent decline in sales for the
same quarter one year after their breach, and a 10 percent
drop in its share price, but their share price rebounded in
February and by 2018 their fourth-quarter revenue had risen
above pre-breach levels.
Clearly, Target’s share price, lost business, and reputational
losses and those of a small business are not comparing apples
to apples. However, Drinkwater questions the threat of reputational cost and loss of sales and believes the threats to be
hype [5]. Likewise, Mason demonstrates through analysis of
publicly available stock prices that for large-cap enterprises
involved in high-profile breaches (Target, Home Depot, and
Sony, to name a few), the stock price drop due to the breach is
negligible and recovers quickly [11].

Resolution
Through this analysis it has become clear that cyber insurance has its place for certain organizations that practice diligent risk management practices. However, the vast majority

of organizations, and especially small and medium businesses
with more limited resources, may find themselves at a crossroads on whether to invest in cybersecurity improvements or
to pay a cyber insurance premium. In these cases purchasing
cyber insurance does little to improve an individual organization’s cybersecurity posture, and even more harm to society writ large.
Benefits even without risk transfer
An organization that carefully and continuously considers
and plans for its own risk is by definition engaging in enterprise risk management. Meland, et al actually drew the conclusion that “… even for organizations that did not end up
buying insurance, there were still positive effects from the
consideration process, since it brought attention and awareness of cybersecurity to the management level and across the
organization” [12]. This presents an interesting quandary
with respect to organizations that are not mature enough to
go through the consideration process: insurance customers
that do not understand cyber risk well will fall under one of
two camps: those that purchase cyber insurance out of fear,
and those that are blissfully unaware of cyber risk in the first
place. In both cases, becoming more aware of their own organization’s risk profile will only serve to mature their risk
management posture and allow the organization to better
mitigate and avoid risk as opposed to transfer it, except as
a stop-gap measure. Table 2 illustrates a possible categorization and descriptions of the types of customers in each camp,
along a simple spectrum of risk management maturity.
Debunking small business impacts
While a smattering of business failures purporting to be either proximally or directly attributable to breaches are able to
be located, the statistic of 60 percent six months after a breach
is directly refuted by the National Cyber Security Alliance
themselves on their own website, and a legitimate source for
this claim cannot be located [3].
Continued on page 36
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The scare tactics towards small and medium business owners
and managers are especially bad amongst other players in the
market with extreme profit-motive, notably cybersecurity-focused IT managed services providers, and not just insurers.
Unsourced statistics citing bankruptcy and business failure
rates for companies experiencing a breach are designed to
lead business owners to believe that their business will almost certainly be insolvent in mere months in the event of
a breach but are often completely without actual research or
data. 21st Century Oncology, which suffered a data breach of
2.2M patient personal health records in 2015, and which filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in 2017, can be found
cited as an example of data breaches causing business deterioration and failure [4].

with the breach plaintiffs, which allowed for some of the policy coverage details to be revealed. 21st Century, at the time
of the settlement, had $4.2M remaining coverage including
$2.4M for the regulatory sublimit (covering fines and settlements with regulatory compliance agencies such as HHS),
all through Beazley Specialty. With $773K of cyber-specific
claims outstanding at the time of this filing, plus outstanding
regulatory settlements of no more than $2.5M, 21st Century
Oncology was able to absorb their breach expenses utilizing
their cyber insurance policy [1]. This puts 21st Century in the
“Stop Gappers” category and demonstrates that while their
cyber insurance was sufficient for their needs at the time of
this specific breach, 21st Century allowed a large, critical
breach to happen.

One should note, however, that 21st Century Oncology, in
their own Chapter 11 bankruptcy filings, states a host of other
causes of their bankruptcy filing, including changing political factors, declining revenue per treatment, and changing
insurance reimbursement rates. The company has experienced other legal problems unrelated to its 2015 data breach,
including allegations it billed government medical programs
unnecessarily, leading to a $55M out-of-court settlement.
Summarily, to conclude that 21st Century Oncology is the
poster-child for data breach bankruptcy risks by those selling
cybersecurity services is specious, at best.

Claims adjusting and the made-whole doctrine

21st Century Oncology had cyber insurance through Beazley, and as part of the bankruptcy a settlement was reached

Even if the insurer were to pay out in the event of a breach
(which is not guaranteed, as in the case of Kreb’s analysis),
this only takes the insured back to the point where they are
made whole, but does not improve their cybersecurity standing, address their vulnerabilities, or prevent future attacks.
Incidentally, while the National Bank of Blacksburg believed
they were purchasing insurance that would make them whole,
the dispute highlights the pitfalls within cyber insurance and
places Blacksburg somewhere between “Fearfully Unaware”
and “Uninformed and Unable.”
Large-cap insurance bottom-line impact
To return one last time to the finalized Target data breach
costs, clearly $200M in lost direct costs, plus noticeable yet
temporary drops in both sales and shareholder value, are
measurable detriments to a company’s bottom line, but these
impacts have not significantly weakened Target or caused
massive damage to the corporation and have clearly not risen
to the $1B in costs originally predicted [22]. While it’s clear
that Target’s breach was partially self-inflected due to poor
internal controls, it is also worth questioning if, in fact, these
weakened postures were due to the illusion of safety because
of the presence of a cyber liability insurance policy.
Moral hazard makes it clear that purchasing insurance is no
replacement for proper risk management, and it is clear in
hindsight that the amount of risk that was actually transferred was not the amount of residual risk Target was actually retaining. Taking all of this into account, and considering the lack of long-term damage to reputation, share price,
and sales, coupled with the ultimate direct costs of the Target
claim, $200M spread out over several years for the world’s
third-largest retailer with approximately $75B in annual
sales, the overall impact on a large-cap enterprise of cyber
insurance in the event of a claim is relatively negligible.
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Cost-benefit analysis
With prices of cyber insurance fluctuating wildly—exorbitant compared to other insurance products and difficult to
estimate based on specific needs, customer-size, market, and
cybersecurity standpoint—customers will have an increasingly simple choice about where to invest limited cybersecurity funds, especially smaller, less well-funded companies
and organizations. With average breach claim payouts being
lower for small and medium businesses, and the cost of mitigation and avoidance efforts already being steep, small and
medium businesses especially should avoid the increasing
cost of cyber insurance and instead invest in simple cybersecurity tools, such as modern firewalls, enduser training, antivirus, and cybersecurity professional services such as audits,
configuration assistance, and monitoring.

Conclusion and the future
Harold Tipton, the former executive director of the (ISC)2 organization, has spoken out directly against cyber insurance
and refused to procure cyber insurance for the (ISC)2 during
his tenure, noting in one article that “A company should not
let complacency set in just because they are insured” [15]. Not
only is this sentiment borne out by the lack of data supporting the purchase and implementation of cyber insurance in
today’s market, but also by the risks associated with each organization’s interconnectedness.
A number of factors could change these recommendations in
coming years, such as laws causing major sea changes in the
market. Potential changes could include a shift to a compulsory insurance market (similar to how all drivers are required
to retain auto liability insurance), cost caps or financial assistance for small and medium businesses, or more mature
pricing of risk by cyber insurers themselves. Until the market
adapts, however, cyber insurance is still too immature and

complex to offer protection to interconnected firms writ large.
In the vast majority of cases, the costs that would normally
be spent on cyber insurance should instead be invested in an
organization mitigating and avoiding cyber risk, especially in
the absence of a robust risk management culture. Only in the
case of an organization with a mature or maturing risk management culture should risk transfer to an insurer be considered an option, and even then, be carefully considered and
used almost as a last resort.
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then we can build the foundation upon which security, business stakeholders, and risk leaders form relationships and
muscle memory to continue working together towards stronger alignment on managing risk.
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